Abstract. We prove that the multiplicity of an arbitrary dominant weight for an irreducible highest weight representation of the af¢ne Kac^Moody algebra A 1 r is a polynomial in the rank r. In the process we show that the degree of this polynomial is less than or equal to the depth of the weight with respect to the highest weight. These results allow weight multiplicity information for small ranks to be transferred to arbitrary ranks.
Introduction
The irreducible highest weight representations of af¢ne Kac^Moody algebras have played an increasingly important role in diverse areas of mathematics and physics. When its level is positive, such a representation is in¢nite-dimensional. It is parameterized by a dominant integral highest weight and has ¢nite-dimensional weight spaces. The formal character of such a representation records the multiplicity of each weight, and the well-known Weyl^Kac character formula ( [K2, p. 173] ) provides a precise expression for the character. The character formula involves a sum over the Weyl group in both its numerator and denominator which makes it impractical for explicitly computing multiplicities. However, when the character formula is applied to the one-dimensional trivial representation, it gives the denominator identity, and from the denominator identity Peterson [P] has derived Freudenthal-type recursive formulas for calculating root and weight multiplicities. These formulas enabled Kass, Moody, Patera, and Slansky [KMPS] to develop tables of weight multiplicities for certain weights of low level irreducible highest weight representations for af¢ne Kac^Moody algebras having rank less than 8.
In 1987 while analyzing the weight multiplicities of the irreducible highest weight representations of the untwisted classical af¢ne Kac^Moody algebras, Benkart and Kass (see [BK] ) conjectured certain polynomial behavior for the weight multiplicities of these representations and introduced the notion of a`rank-zero string function'. The conjectures were con¢rmed in [BKM2] for any irreducible highest weight representation of the af¢ne Kac^Moody algebras A 1 r for weights having depth W 2. In fact, in [BKM2] the multiplicities of such weights were given by explicit polynomials whose coef¢cients involve Kostka numbers. However, it seems to be very dif¢cult to extend the methods of [BKM2] , which were based on the root multiplicity formula for Kac^Moody algebras obtained in [Ka2] and the representation theory of slr 1Y C, to prove the conjecture for arbitrary depths.
In this paper, we adopt a completely different approach to prove that the multiplicity of an arbitrary dominant weight for an irreducible highest weight representation of the af¢ne Kac^Moody algebra A 1 r is a polynomial in the rank r. Although the precise degree of these polynomials is not determined in this work, an upper bound is obtained for the degree, and this upper bound coincides with the degree conjectured by Benkart and Kass (see [BKM2] , Conjecture A).
Brie£y, our argument proceeds as follows: Let Ll denote the irreducible highest weight A 1 r -module with highest weight l
are the fundamental weights and d is the null root. We consider the minimal graded Lie algebra L with local part Ll È A 1 r È L Ã l, where L Ã l is the ¢nite dual space of Ll (see Section 2). Then L is isomorphic to the inde¢nite Kac^Moody algebra g associated to the Cartan matrix A a iYj iYjÀ1Y0Y1YFFFYr , whose ¢rst column consists of the entries 2, Àa 0 , Àa 1 , Á Á Á, Àa r . When the ¢rst row and the ¢rst column of A are deleted, the result is the Cartan matrix of the af¢ne Kac^Moody algebra A 1 r . Now any weight m of Ll can be viewed as a root in g, and its multiplicity as a root of g is the same as its multiplicity as a weight of Ll. We use Peterson's recursive root multiplicity formula in conjunction with a tricky inductive argument to establish the polynomial behavior of the dominant weights of Ll.
In a sequel to this paper [BKLS] , weights for the other classical af¢ne algebras are shown to exhibit polynomial behavior. The A 1 r case requires special treatment because its Dynkin diagram is a cycle, so we address that case separately in this work. The proof of the polynomial conjecture permits much of the information in [KMPS] to be extended to arbitrary ranks, and it provides a means of relating string functions for various algebras. A better understanding of the polynomial nature of the multiplicities for more general sequences of Kac^Moody algebras (beyond the af¢ne cases treated here and in [BKLS] ) would allow results about multiplicities for af¢ne algebras to be transferred to hyperbolic and inde¢nite Kac^Moody algebras, where only very limited information is currently known.
A¤ne Weight Lattice and the Conjecture
Suppose that I f0Y 1Y F F F Y rg, and let A a iYj iYjPI be the af¢ne Cartan matrix of type A 1 r :
Let h be a vector space over C with a basis
Then the triple hY P fa i j i P IgY P fh i j i P Ig provides a realization of the matrix A in the sense of [K2, Chap. 1] . The Kac^Moody algebra g associated with the af¢ne matrix A is the af¢ne Kac^Moody algebra of type A 1 r . We denote by e i , f i , h i i P I and d the generators of the algebra g. The subalgebra g 0 of g generated by e i , f i , h i (i 1Y F F F Y r) is a ¢nite-dimensional simple Lie algebra of type A r which is isomorphic to the Lie algebra slr 1Y C of r 1 Â r 1 complex matrices of trace zero.
Let c h 0 h 1 Á Á Á h r . Then cY x 0 for all x P g, and c is the canonical central element of g. Note that fh 1 Y F F F Y h r Y cY dg forms another basis of h. Since the matrix A is symmetric, there is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on h which satis¢es 
The af¢ne weight lattice P of integral weights is de¢ned to be P ZL 0 È ZL 1 È Á Á Á È ZL r È ZdY and the elements of P fl P Pj lh i X 0 POLYNOMIAL BEHAVIOR OF WEIGHT MULTIPLICITIES for ll i P Ig are the dominant integral weights for the algebra g. For lY m P P, we say that m is related to l, which we denote by m $ l, if l À m P Q, where Q v r i0 Za i is the root lattice. For example, if m P P is a weight of the irreducible highest weight module Ll over g with highest weight l P P, then l À m P Q v r i0 Z X 0 a i , and hence m is related to l.
Let l be a positive integer. A dominant integral weight l P P is said to have level l if lc l. The weight l can be uniquely expressed in the form
where m P Z and
Let m P P be an integral weight and suppose m is related to l. We write
where n P Z and b i P Z for i 0Y 1Y F F F Y r, and we set d i b i À a i i P I. Since m is related to l, we can write m l À r i0 k i a i for some k i P Z i 0Y 1Y F F F Y r. Therefore, since a i c 0 for all i, we must have
Using the linear system
we can solve for the k i 's to obtain
Conversely, suppose m r i0 b i L i À nd P P is an integral weight with b i P Z i P I and n P Z which satis¢es (1.9) and (1.12) for d i b i À a i i P I. Then we can write m l À r i0 k i a i , where the k i are given by (1.11). Hence m is related to l. Therefore, we obtain:
Then m is related to l if and only if
where
Now ¢x a positive integer l and a dominant integral weight l of level l given by (1.6). Since lc a 0 a 1 Á Á Á a r l, there must be a gap in the expression (1.6) for l if r X l. That is, there exist nonnegative integers s and t with s t W r such that
The viewpoint we adopt here is that the weight l is completely determined by the following data: (i) an s-tuple of nonnegative integers a a 0 Y a 1 Y F F F Y a sÀ1 with a sÀ1 T 0, (ii) a t-tuple of nonnegative integers a H a rÀt1 Y a rÀt2 Y F F F Y a r with a rÀt1 T 0, and (iii) an integer m. Note that this determining data is independent of r. Thus, dominant integral weights will be regarded as the same for all r X l provided they have the same determining data. It is important to observe that a different choice of gap in expression (1.6) yields a different weight. For example, consider l 2L 2 L 4 À d when r 5. If we take s 5 and t 0, then the determining data for l is a 0Y 0Y 2Y 0Y 1, a H Y, m 1, and l can be written as l 2L 2 L 4 À d for all r X 5. On the other hand, we can choose a different gap by taking s 3, t 2. In this case, the determining data for l is a 0Y 0Y 2, a H 1Y 0, m 1, and l can be expressed as l 2L 2 L rÀ1 À d for all r X 5. Suppose the dominant integral weight l is given by the determining data
and if r X l, there must be a gap in the expression (1.8) for m. Moreover, if r X l s t, then the gap of l is suf¢ciently large that there exists a gap of m which overlaps the gap of l. As a result, we can associate 
(Note that p W r À t and s W r À q.) From now on we assume that r X l s t. If m is related to l for in¢nitely many values of r X l s t, then the congruence equation (1.14) holds for all those values of r. Hence,
is divisible by r 1 for all such values of r, which implies
We now de¢ne
and refer to d l m as the depth of m with respect to l. It follows from (1.11) and (1.19) that 
In particular, the values of m i 's do not depend on r.
To summarize the above discussion, we have PROPOSITION 1.22. Let l P P be a dominant integral weight of level l b 0 with determining data a 
Assume that r X l s t. Let m P P be a dominant integral weight of level l with 
The condition t X m implies
Since a j 0 for all j sY s 1Y F F F Y r À t, we have
HH , and y mxtY t HH . Recall that x W r À t and s W r À y, and assume that i P fs À 1Y sY F F F Y r À tY r À t 1g. It suf¢ces POLYNOMIAL BEHAVIOR OF WEIGHT MULTIPLICITIES to consider the following three cases:
If s À 1 W i W x À 2, then since x W r À t, it follows from (1.21) and (1.25) that
Since m
The following is a more detailed formulation of a conjecture presented in [BK] .
CONJECTURE. Let l P P be a dominant integral weight of level l b 0 with determining data a a 0 Y a 1 Y F F F Y a sÀ1 , a H a rÀt1 Y a rÀt2 Y F F F Y a r , and m P Z. Assume that r X l s t 2, and let Ll be the irreducible highest weight module over the af¢ne Kac^Moody algebra g of type A 1 r with highest weight l. Let m P P be a dominant integral weight of level l with determining data
, and n P Z such that s H t H W r, s t H W r, and s H t W r. Suppose that m is related to l for in¢nitely many values of r X l s t 2. If m is a weight of the g-module Ll for some r 0 X l s t 2, then it is a weight of Ll for all r X r 0 , and the multiplicity of m in Ll is given by a polynomial in r of degree d l m. If d l m`0, then the multiplicity of m in Ll is zero.
In Section 3, we will prove a weaker version of the above conjecture. We will show that the multiplicity of m in Ll is given by a polynomial in r of degree W d l m. Our approach is to apply Peterson's formula to a certain inde¢nite Kac^Moody algebra L which will be constructed in the next section.
The Inde¢nite Kac^Moody Algebra L
Recall that the Cartan subalgebra h of the af¢ne Kac^Moody algebra g of type A 1 r has the basis fh 1 Y F F F Y h r Y cY dg, where c h 0 h 1 Á Á Á h r is the canonical central element, and there is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form j on g whose values on h are given by (1.3). Since the form j is nondegenerate on h, for every m P h Ã there is a unique element t m in h such that mh hjt m for all h P h. Thus the form j induces a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on h Ã , also denoted by j , de¢ned by mjn t m jt n for all mY n P h Ã . In particular, t d c. We take a basis for h and extend it to a basis fx i j i P Og of g by adding basis elements for each of the root spaces g a . Since g a jg b 0 unless b Àa, the dual basis fy i j i P Og of g with respect to the form j also consists of vectors in h and root vectors.
Assume l r i0 a i L i À md is a dominant integral weight of level l b 0 for g as in Section 1. Let Ll be the irreducible highest weight g-module with highest weight l. The ¢nite dual space L Ã l is the irreducible lowest weight g-module with lowest weight Àl, where the g-module action is given by
where fx i j i P Og and fy i j i P Og are dual bases of g as above. Then c is a well-de¢ned g-module homomorphism, (compare with [FF] , [Ka1] , [BKM1] ), and hence the space Ll È g È L Ã l has the structure of a local Lie algebra with the bracket de¢ned by
). Let F (resp. F À ) be the free Lie algebra generated by L Ã l (resp. Ll), and for k X 1, let F k (resp. F Àk ) be the subspace of F (resp. F À ) spanned by the vectors of the form
and let J AE v k X 2 J AEk . Then J AE is a graded ideal of F AE , and J J À È J is the maximal graded ideal of F which intersects the local part
The ¢rst column of the matrix A consists of the entries 2, Àa 0 , Àa 1 , F F F, Àa r , and deleting the ¢rst row and the ¢rst column of A gives the af¢ne Cartan matrix of type A 1 r . If we let h À1 À2t l aljlY where t l P h is such that lh hjt l for all h P h, then the triple
provides a realization of the matrix
A. Let g be the inde¢nite Kac^Moody algebra associated with the Cartan matrix A. It is a direct consequence of the Gabber-Kac theorem (see [GK] ) that the following holds:
is the inde¢nite Kac^Moody algebra with the Cartan matrix
A given by (2.5), then there is an isomorphism of Lie algebras g L de¢ned by
It follows from Proposition 2.6 that the subspace L AEk is the sum of all the root spaces g AEa , where a is of the form AEka À1 r i0 k i a i with kY k i P Z X 0 . In particular, the roots of the form AE r i0 k i a i are roots of the af¢ne Kac^Moody algebra g, and the roots of the form Àa À1 À r i0 k i a i are weights of the irreducible highest weight g-module Ll. Thus to compute the weight multiplicity of l À r i0 k i a i in Ll, it suf¢ces to compute the root multiplicity of Àa À1 À r i0 k i a i in the inde¢-nite Kac^Moody algebra L g.
The Weight Multiplicity Polynomials
In this section, we will prove our main result. Fix a positive integer l and a dominant integral weight l of level l with determining data a a 0 Y a 1 Y F F F Y a sÀ1 , a H a rÀt1 Y a rÀt2 Y F F F Y a r , and m P Z. Assume that r X l s t 2, and let Ll be the irreducible highest weight module over the af¢ne Kac^Moody algebra g A 1 r with highest weight l. Suppose m is a dominant integral weight of level l with determining data In particular, the integers p mxsY s H and q mxtY t H are ¢xed also. Suppose further that m is related to l for in¢nitely many values of r X l s t 2. Our aim is to prove that if m is a weight of Ll for some r 0 X l s t 2, then it is a weight of Ll for all r X r 0 , and the multiplicity of m in Ll is a polynomial in r of degree W d l m, the depth of m with respect to l.
Let L g be the minimal graded Lie algebra with local part Ll È g È L Ã l constructed in Section 2. Let Q v r iÀ1 Za i denote the root lattice of g with respect to
the Cartan subalgebra h. The roots of g belong to Q Q À , where
where the coef¢cients k i are as in (1.20). The weight multiplicity of m in Ll is the same as the root multiplicity multm of m in L, which can be computed using the following Freudenthal-type recursive formula due to Peterson.
PROPOSITION 3.1 ( [P] , cf. [K2, Exercise 11.12] 
where Suppose that m is related to l for in¢nitely many values of r X l s t 2. If m is a weight of Ll for some r 0 X l s t 2, then it is a weight of Ll for all r X r 0 , and the multiplicity of m in Ll is given by a polynomial in r of degree W d l m.
Proof. We will prove our assertion by induction on d l m and on the partial ordering on the af¢ne weight lattice. The multiplicity of m in Ll is the number of linearly independent vectors of the form f i 1 f i 2 Á Á Á f i k Á v 0 , where v 0 is the highest weight vector of Ll and f j appears m j times in the expression for each j P f0Y 1Y F F F Y p À 2Y r À q 2Y r À q 3Y F F F Y rg. Clearly, this number is independent of r (it may be 0). In particular, if this number is nonzero for some r 0 X l s t 2, then it is nonzero and constant for all r X r 0 . Therefore, if m is a weight of Ll for some r 0 X l s t 2, then it is a weight of Ll for all r X r 0 , and the multiplicity of m is a constant. The same argument shows that any t P P such that d l t 0 has a constant multiplicity (which may be 0) in Ll.
Suppose d l m X 1. Consider a dominant integral weight t of level l with determining data c c 0 Y c 1 Y F F F Y c s HH À1 , c H c rÀt HH 1 Y c rÀt HH 2 Y F F F Y c r , and n H P Z such that s HH t HH W rY s t HH W r, and s HH t W r which is related to l for in¢nitely many values of r X l s t 2, and write t t 0 À d l td, where d l t 0 0. Assume that if d l t`d l m or if d l t d l m and t 0 b m 0 , our assertion holds for t. That is, we assume that if t is a weight of Ll for some r 0 X l s t 2, then it is a weight of Ll for all r X r 0 , and the multiplicity of t in Ll is a polynomial in r of degree W d l t. Consider a decomposition m b H b HH , where b H P Àa À1 À Q À l À Q À and b HH is a multiple of a negative root of g. Thus we may assume that b HH is one of the following:
where kY k H X 1 and g is a positive root of g 0 A r . Table I. 
